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Changing Trends 
In 

Board Governance
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• Change follows orderly, rational processes
• Someone else has figured it out
• Once we get through this change, it will be “smooth 

sailing”

The myths of change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The long-predicted shakeout in higher education is upon us. And that was BEFORE COVID.It’s hitting both public and private institutions. Nearly all public and private institutions are grappling with consolidations and financial strain, declining revenues, and uncertain futures. Even in New York, which has set up a free-college program for public institutions, administrators fret over a projected drop-off of tens of thousands of students in the years to come.Rick Beyer did a webinar last week, and he discussed what’s going on in higher ed. Not going to duplicate it, but it’s worth repeating that higher ed is in a mature / declining market, and COVID and the enrollment cliff have accelerated needed changes. The CARES and Build Back Better have merely pushed out the inevitable shakeout. One thing I’ve learned in my 20+ years of consulting is that crises don’t make problems, they MAGNIFY existing problems. Tuition hikes, discount rates are increasing, At last year’s Council of Independent Colleges’ annual conference for presidents, the worry and weariness was palpable. Attendees packed rooms with discussions on college finance, mergers, and the declining trad student out of high school. And that was BEFORE the COVID shutdown happened.Private colleges feeling the strain  Tuition hikes, discounts, Council of Independent Colleges’ annual conference for presidents last month, the worry and weariness was palpable. Attendees packed rooms with discussions on college finances, mergers, and the declining trad student out of high school.Recently, Concordia University, a 115-year-old private institution in Oregon, announced its closure. Falling enrollment, mounting costs, growing construction debt. Oregon Public Broadcasting reported that the governing board clashed with the Portland campus over its Queer Straight Alliance student group, and state leaders are raising questions about public reporting and transparency. Read OPB’s full story here.There is no magic bullet to fix the underlying problem — declining enrollment — that’s driving much of the worry.
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Financial crises = changing governance

• The last 20 years: 
• 2003 / Enron -> Sarbanes/Oxley
• 2008 Great Recession -> Dodd/Frank
• 2020 - ???  COVID -> TBD

• Corporate governance is changing
• BRT 2019 statement on purpose of corporations

BUT
• Corporate (and academic) boards are becoming more activist
• Academic boards are made up of more corporate people and fewer academics
• Boards set direction and tone, determine institutional mission and set high-

level strategy
• Still manage finances to satisfy shareholders / stakeholders 
• Ensure long term risk management
• Practice good governance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation Americans deserve an economy that allows each person to succeed through hard work and creativity and to lead a life of meaning and dignity. We believe the free-market system is the best means of generating good jobs, a strong and sustainable economy, innovation, a healthy environment and economic opportunity for all.Businesses play a vital role in the economy by creating jobs, fostering innovation and providing essential goods and services. Businesses make and sell consumer products; manufacture equipment and vehicles; support the national defense; grow and produce food; provide health care; generate and deliver energy; and offer financial, communications and other services that underpin economic growth.While each of our individual companies serves its own corporate purpose, we share a fundamental commitment to all of our stakeholders. We commit to:Delivering value to our customers. We will further the tradition of American companies leading the way in meeting or exceeding customer expectations.Investing in our employees. This starts with compensating them fairly and providing important benefits. It also includes supporting them through training and education that help develop new skills for a rapidly changing world. We foster diversity and inclusion, dignity and respect.Dealing fairly and ethically with our suppliers. We are dedicated to serving as good partners to the other companies, large and small, that help us meet our missions.Supporting the communities in which we work. We respect the people in our communities and protect the environment by embracing sustainable practices across our businesses.Generating long-term value for shareholders, who provide the capital that allows companies to invest, grow and innovate. We are committed to transparency and effective engagement with shareholders.Each of our stakeholders is essential. We commit to deliver value to all of them, for the future success of our companies, our communities and our country.
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Boards are in transition

4

The new mandate of the board leader

BOARD
LEADERS

A new mandate for board 
leaders is emerging as a 
fundamentally different 
operating reality emerges 
as a result of deeply 
connected and 
intensifying megatrends:
• Regulation
• Global competition
• Climate change
• Technology
• COVID
• Politization of HE

The pace and scale of change 
are redefining how institutions 
create and preserve value, 
requiring a new board 
governance model. 

Board leaders must 
transform how the board is 
composed, operates, 
interacts with the 
institution, and holds itself 
accountable.

FORTITUDE

3

2

This transformation to meet the demands 
of the future requires 5 shifts:
• Deeper, more proactive board engagement on entirely new and 

fast-changing drivers of strategy and risk
• A more strategic, forward-looking approach to board renewal

through the lens of the shifting needs of the institution. 
• More dynamic, flexible board operations and structure
• Increased internal and external transparency about the workings 

of the board
• More rigorous accountability for board and individual trustee 

performance

4Orchestrating these 
shifts, in 
collaboration with 
the full board, 
requires a new 
leadership quality 

5

1

© NACD 2019.  All rights reserved.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new mandate for board leaders is emerging as a fundamentally different operating reality emerges as a result of deeply connected and intensifying megatrends:RegulationGlobal competitionClimate changeTechnologyLook at things broadly at strategic levelHow is mission evolving over time, what are values, how do curriculum offerings, investments, enrollment, management, reflect valuesWhat do we want to achieve, then up to administration to implement.What’s working, what isn’t, and what can we do to help the university be successfulCollegial / cooperative relationshipStrategically, not tacticallyShould not be involved in day-to-dayThey don’t rubberstampAppropriate balance between engagement and micromanagement
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What does this mean for higher ed boards?

Boards must transform themselves
• Have the right skills and experience to effectively govern and lead
• Review and adopt or reaffirm the institution’s mission and vision 

statements and key institutional policies 
• Set, approve, and broadly oversee implementation of the 

university’s strategic direction and policies 
• Monitor student achievement indicators, including retention and 

graduation rates, student learning, job placement, etc.
• Maintain the university’s financial and governance strength
• Assess culture and risk, including cyber security
• Hire and hold the university president and through the president, 

the staff, accountable for results
• Create a culture of continuous improvement, including evaluating 

itself for effectiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Board leaders must transform how the board is composed, operates, interacts with the business, and holds itself accountable.  This transformation to meet the demands of the future requires 5 shifts:Deeper, more proactive board engagement on entirely new and fast-changing drivers of strategy and riskA more strategic, forward-looking approach to board renewal through the lens of the shifting needs of the business. More dynamic, flexible board operations and structureIncreased internal and external transparency about the workings of the boardMore rigorous accountability for board and individual director performanceBoard responsibilities are spelled out in bylaws or other organizing documents of board members, but basically, the role of a board and its members is to think strategically (big picture)What’s working, what isn’tWhat can we do as a board to help staffThe role of the administration and staff is to implement the strategies and policies the Board develops (tactically)The Board should work collegially with the administration and staff, and should not micro-manageBoard members must be:EngagedConscientiousCuriousPositiveTwo reports from the NACD:BRC  on Building the Strategic-Asset Board issues a call to action for directors of all organizations—public, private, and nonprofit—to develop a continuous-improvement plan that keeps board skill sets and processes in alignment with their organization’s strategy.  BRC on Culture as a Corporate Asset called on boards to view culture as critical for organizations, and its oversight by boards should be among the top governance imperatives, regardless of its size or sector.  It is inextricably linked with strategy, CEO/senior leadership selection, assessment and evaluation, and risk oversight—all of which are squarely in the board’s domain.
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Areas for discussion

• New leadership skills for trustees
• NIFO
• Accountability and consultative

• Committee structures and duties
• Interactions with stakeholders

• Board member recruiting
• Skills matrix

• Risk oversight
• Whose responsibility – where on board

• Continuous improvement
• Institution and board
• Board evaluations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2. Effective communication among board members and with stakeholders is paramount, and the consequences for getting it wrong can be grave.It is now evident that policies for crisis communications (guidance here) should not be optional but rather should be a requirement for sound governance, and that communications between the board and senior leadership team should be robust, two-way, and focused on issues of strategic importance. COVID-19 has required leaders to act more quickly to address more complicated problems than in the past. The book Higher Education Business Models Under Stress offers helpful guidance here. We at AGB recommend that in chaotic environments that change day to day, or even hour to hour, board chairs and chief executives frequently meet to ensure strategic alignment between management and governance. Clarify expectations with faculty and staff about consultation and communication during crises, and tailor plans in keeping with the shared governance practices at your institution. 3. Focus on what matters most, even among ambiguity and doubt.It is natural to be swept up in the crisis of the day, especially in the uncertain environment created by a long-term pandemic. In such circumstances, it is even more important that boards are functioning well, something that can be ascertained by a culture and practice of recurring board assessments. In trying times, those conducting the assessments must do so with empathy and compassion for those dealing with crises, but with a resolute focus on constant improvement. AGB has services and resources to support your board assessment goals. It is also essential that board assessments be grounded in the institutional goals and values, such as a commitment to equity in student success. 
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The old model (that doesn’t work any 
more)

Administration

President

Trustees

Students

Parents Community

Alumni

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This doesn’t work any more. The pace and scale of change are redefining how organizations create and preserve value, requiring a new board governance model. 
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The new model

Trustees

President / 
Administration Faculty

Students Alumni

Parents Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boards have many constituencies.  Outreach to constituenciesThe pace and scale of change are redefining how organizations create and preserve value, requiring a new board governance model that include multiple standing board committees. New Board committees with new charters
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Board committees

• Executive
• Strategy and Risk
• Academic Affairs
• Finance
• Audit
• Nom/Gov
• Fundraising
• University Life

• Student Life 
• Employee
• Athletics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the new mandate for board leaders emerging, boards must reinvent themselves. One critical need is having the appropriate skills on the board to ensure proper oversight and fulfillment of fiduciary duties Strategy and Risk Committee (includes Marketing)Academic Affairs CommitteeFinance CommitteeAudit (and Risk) CommitteeFundraising CommitteeNominations / Governance CommitteeUniversity Life Committee 
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It’s not the board’s role to micromanage but…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effective board don’t micromanage
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This model doesn’t work either . . .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They also don’t rubberstamp. NIFO
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Skills matrix
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boards must set policy, but they must also be consultative without micromanaging. Boards frequently bring members on because of $$$ - publics and privates. This frequently leaves them without the appropriate skills on the board.
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Skills matrix
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Faculty governance

• Accreditation standards
• Implementation varies from institution to institution
• Trends

• Curriculum development
• Financial exigency
• Committees vs. task forces
• Tenure 

• Bottom line – the Board is still responsible and 
accountable
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Strategic and Risk
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Five strategic questions
A. Where do we want to be? (i.e., what are our ends, outcomes, 

purposes, goals, holistic vision)
B. How will we know when we get there? (i.e., what are the 

customers‘ needs and wants in a quantifiable feedback system)
C. Where are we now? (i.e., what are today's issues and problems)
D. How do we get there? (i.e., how do we close the gap from C to A 

in a holistic way) and ongoing
E. What will / may change in our environment in the future?

Holistic approach to planning
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9. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
(AND ENTERPRISE-WIDE CHANGE)

10. ANNUAL STRATEGIC REVIEW
(AND UPDATE) 

8. PLAN TO
IMPLEMENT

C INPUT A OUTCOMES

“STRATEGIC CHANGE MANAGEMENT”

D PROCESSES

B. FEEDBACK

2.  IDEAL
FUTURE VISION

STATECURRENT

• VISION
•MISSION
•CORE VALUES
•POSITIONING
•RALLY CRY

• ALIGNMENT OF DELIVERY
• ATTUNEMENT OF PEOPLE

3. KEY SUCCESS
MEASURES

4. CURRENT STATE
ASSESSMENT

5. STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

6. ANNUAL/3-YR
BUSINESS PLANS

7. RISK & BUDGET
PLANNING

STAKEHOLDER 
INPUT / 

ATTUNEMENT 
PROCESS

@ EACH STEP

TCL’s holistic management system

Brand
Promise

FUTURE
ENV. SCAN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chronicle of Higher Ed just came out with an article on strategic planning. Keys were:Stakeholder involvement – not just cursory or letting the faculty People want input into decisions that affect them before those decisions are finalized / implemented.5-10 year windowBoard strategy committee should participate in drafting it, and at a minimum, approve it
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• What is risk oversight
• Disruptions
• Enterprise risk management
• Categorizing risks

– Governmental
– Societal
– Technology
– Hazards and accidents

• Tools for forecasting risks
• Determining how much risk appetite you have
• Planning your steps forward

Higher ed faces “disruptions”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We live in a VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguity) world, and Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is one of the most critical things that higher ed institutions and boards must do. Unfortunately, about 95% of them don’t because don't know how to or don’t have / make the time. Risk management is typically done by the CFO and MAYBE by the Audit committee around finances, but rarely do boards get into this. Risk oversight is the process by which a board evaluates whether institutional executives are effectively managing the organization’s risksRisk oversight depends largely on two things:Evaluating how well management anticipates and responds to risksHelp management navigate an increasingly VUCA worldRisk oversight requires eight things:Clarifying rolesUnderstanding your institution's risk profileDefining your institution's "risk appetite"Integrating strategy and risk discussionsEnsuring transparent and dynamic risk reportingReinforcing clear accountability for riskVerifying that mitigation reduces risk exposureAssessing risk culture
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Clarifying 
Roles

Understand 
Institutional 
Risk Profile

Define Risk 
Appetite

Integrating 
Strategy and 

Risk 
Conversation

Ensuring 
Transparency 

in Risk 
Reporting

Clear 
Accountability 

for Risk

Verifying 
Mitigation 

Efforts

Assessing Risk 
Culture

Enterprise risk management 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk oversight is a board function that requires eight things:Clarifying roles, responsibilities, and accountabilityBoard vs. administrationUnderstanding your institution's risk profileWhat are the assets the university must protect at any costWhat are the value driversWhat negative events might harm our core assetsDefining your institution's "risk appetite“Is there a formal risk profile? What is the max level of risk can / will take? What areas? Long- / short-term?What is our risk appetite? Bet the farm or no risk at all?Integrating strategy and risk discussionsWhen planning is done, is risk incorporated in the same discussion?How does board determine if a strategy is too risky or risk adverse?What committee(s) are involved with risk managementWhat about emerging risks? How are they dealt with?Ensuring transparent and dynamic risk reportingIs management transparent re: risks and disagreements about strategies?Reinforcing clear accountability for riskIs accountability formally assigned? Are accountabilities diffused?Verifying that mitigation reduces risk exposureDifferentiate between risks that can be mitigated and not?Where is internal audit with thisAssessing risk cultureWhat is the culture – does it push risk-taking? Does the board hear about disagreements on strategies?
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Creating a risk matrix (heat map)

High 
Impact

Low 
Likelihood

Critical

Low Impact 
Low 

Likelihood

Low Impact 
High 

Likelihood

Impact

Likelihood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Velocity of risk ImpactLikelihood of happeningKeys to rememberCost to mitigateUpdate every quarterA risk (heat) map offers a visualized, comprehensive view of the likelihood and impact of an organization's risks. This helps the organization improve risk management and risk governance by prioritizing risk management efforts. This risk prioritization enables them to focus time and money on the most potentially damaging risks identified in a heat map chart.�A risk map also facilitates interdepartmental dialogues about an organization's inherent risks and promotes communication about risks throughout the organization. It helps organizations visualize risks in relation to each other, and it guides the development of a control assessment of how to deal with the risks and the consequence of those risks.The map can help the company visualize how risks in one part of the organization can affect operations of another business unit within the organization.A risk map also adds precision to an organization's risk assessment strategy and identifies gaps in an organization's risk management processes.Identification of inherent risks is the first step in creating a risk map. Risks can be broadly categorized into strategic risk, compliance risk, operational risk, financial risk and reputational risk, but organizations should aim to chart their own lists by taking into consideration specific factors that might affect them financially. Once the risks have been identified, it is necessary to understand what kind of internal or external events are driving the risks.The next step in risk mapping is evaluating the risks: estimating the frequency, the potential impact and possible control processes to offset the risks. The risks should then be prioritized. The most impactful risks can be managed by applying control processes to help lessen their potential occurrence.As threats evolve and vulnerabilities change, a risk map must be re-evaluated periodically. Organizations also must review their risk maps regularly to ensure key risks are being managed effectively.
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Accreditation 
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But neither is survival

Accreditation is not compulsory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accreditation is the validation of all the work that you and your staff have done to ensure that students receive a quality educationFortunately, (or unfortunately), accreditation is a major determinant used by students to decide whether to attend your universityAccreditation is required to receive any kind of federal funding, e.g., Pell grants, tuition assistanceThe process to become and maintain institutional accreditation is complex, time-consuming, and all-encompassing, and must be built into the institution’s DNA and operating proceduresThere are 25+ approved accreditors in the US. Some focus on compliance, others require a baseline standard and continuous improvement. All are focused on mission and student outcomes
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Contact information

Drumm McNaughton, PhD
Senior Consultant, AGB

CEO, The Change Leader, Inc. 
(505) 369-1159 (O)
(760) 740-0200 (M)

drumm@thechangeleader.com
https://changinghighered.com

mailto:drumm@thechangeleader.com
https://changinghighered.com/
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